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Dear Reader,
I am aware that certain individuals 
have become acquainted with the adventures — and  
even the personal stories — of the remarkable children 
who call themselves the Mysterious Benedict Society. 
Furthermore, it is my understanding that these individuals 
have developed a wish to see their own wits tested, much 
as the wits of the Society members were tested before the 
Society was formed. If you are reading these words, it is 
likely you are just such an individual. Therefore, I urge 
you to put on your thinking cap (or if you are already 
wearing your thinking cap, to adjust it so that it rests  
most comfortably upon your head), for with the aid —  
indeed, the considerable contributions — of the Society 
members themselves, as well as a few of my associates,  
I have compiled the manual you now hold in your hands: 
a compressed and highly portable collection of mental 
challenges. May you find them rewarding!

              Best regards,
                              Mr. Benedict
P.S. If, perchance, this volume is not part of your 
personal collection, please complete the exercises in a 
separate notebook so that others who wish to attempt  
these challenges may do so.


